
The slippery idea of documentary truth and cinéma vérité belongs to a bygone epistemological paradigm that considered photographic evidence
unquestionably factual and objective. D. W. Griffith, for example, presents so-called ‘historical facsimiles’ in ‘The Birth of a Nation’ (1915)
based on photographs of actual events or reenactments of historical events (like Lincoln’s assassination). The film, however, is the single
most effective propaganda effort in American history.  It changed public opinion about the reconstruction area crimes of the KKK against black
citizens by creating false memories of African-American men perpetrating rape and other forms of violence – absurdly, even a black on black
lynching scene – and of Lincoln as the de facto champion of the Southern cause. Beside the authority of photographs, the film uses the
academic and presidential authority of Woodrow Wilson’s printed words in form of direct quotations from his book The History of the American
People; these quotations glorify the KKK as a sovereign power defending the Southern nation from black violence. In return the film provides
convincing justification for Wilson’s attack on the civil rights of the new black citizens. The cooperation between Hollywood (as a global
business of telecommunication) and the White House started with the first feature-length film. It was necessitated simply because the first
American multi-reel film carried a multiplied risk of profit loss due to its shear length and therefore needed the backing of the White House
and the Federal Supreme Court against the local licensing authorities of New York City and Boston (both determined against the release of
the film).  And that cooperation served to promote the spirit of white supremacy.
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